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CHAPTER-I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of the StudyNepal is one of the very few countries in the world in terms of rich and uniquecultural heritage, manifested in its architecture, temples, sculptures, monumentsetc. Aside from this, it is also richly gifted with natural resources like vast forests,many perennial rivers and minerals.Due to geographical difficulties & lack of infrastructure development of Nepal, thegrowths of financial sector are badly affected.  Domestic crisis create huge problemin development of financial sector in Nepal. The world is being converted into anarrow boundary. The concept of borderless country took rapid motion in thosedays. Liberalization, globalization as well as privatization are most common andessential part of investment and other activities in financial sector of Nepal. Theopen market concept creates several opportunities & threats. Rapid development ininformation-technology sector is also milestone for increasing investment activities.Thus, competitive environment was formed in national market as well asinternational market. The liberalization policy attracts foreign investor as well asnational investor to invest in financial & commercial sector, which help to raise thelife standard of people.The construction sector that has 6.44 percent contribution to Nepal’s GDP in2009/10 (Economic Survey, 2008) witnessed a 3.11 percent growth in FY 2009/10compared to 2.49 percent of 2006/07. It is one of the fast growing sectors inNepalese economy. Having formally started in the 1960s, the constructionindustry— a 30-billion rupees business— is a “relatively well developed sector inthe country” (Pant, 2009: 124).
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Despite of the above natural resources and attributes, Nepal is still a developingcountry characterized by high population growth rate, low per capita income andlow rate of capital formation. Nepal remained in self-imposed isolation for morethan a century until it saw the dawn of democracy in 1951.It is an underdevelopedcountry with per capita income of US$447, almost half of the population lives belowthe poverty line. Many reasons are there for the slow pace of development such aslandlocked position, misuse of resources, absence of economic infrastructure,political instability, poor economic policy and institutional weaknesses. Toovercome all this problems, the process of capital accumulation among otherperquisites should be enhanced.
Capital accumulation plays an important role in accelerating the economic growth ofa nation, which in turn is determined by saving and investment propensities.However, the capacity to save in developing countries is quite low with a relativehigher marginal propensity of consumption. As a result, such countries are badlyentrapped into the vicious circle of poverty. Therefore, the basic problem for thedeveloping countries is in raising the level of saving and thus creating investments.
Marketing is primarily related with creating value for customer and a return for thecompany. The marketers seek to understand which factor motivates customers tobuy more or pay more and should know why the customers might prefer aparticular brands against the competing brands.
1.2 Nepalese Advertising EnvironmentIn developing marketing strategy for an individual product, the marketer has toconfront the branding decision. Branding is the major issue in product strategy. Abrand is essential because a seller promise to consistently deliver a specific set offeatures, benefits and service to the buyers. The best brand conveys a warranty ofquality. Almost all the product today have got brand name, each and every marketernow a days focuses on his product/service based on the preference of the customerstowards the specific brands. So it is important to trace out the preference level of
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customer on specific brands in the market. This research work focuses on analysisof relationship between television viewer & their purchasing behavior.
Entertainment industries have been emerging as important industries in Nepal fromthe restoration of democracy in 1990. There are more than 100 satellite andterrestrial television channels serving their program in open air for Nepaleseviewer. Cable networks are the link between viewers and Television channels.Among many, Nepalese channels such as Channel Nepal, Kantipur TV, Image metro,Nepal- 1, Sagarmatha TV, ABC TV. National TV, Avenues TV, Tarai TV, NTV metro arestruggling for their existence and NTV national channel are serving in Nepalilanguage. NTV national is a pioneer among all.
Nepal Television (NTV) is perhaps one of the youngest television stations in Asia, Itstarted as a project in January 1985 under the Sixth Development Plan (1980-1985)in which a provision was made "to undertake feasibility study of the establishmentof television in the country and to begin TV transmission service at selected places iffound feasible from economic and technical standpoints." Despite doubts felt bymany, it began its experimental transmission for Kathmandu Valley in a very modestmanner with VHF equipment and in the UHF band. In those days there were onlyabout 400 TV sets, the majority of which were used basically for video purposes.Some of these receivers were also used for receiving Door-darshan signals. Thethirst for TV programmers was growing. When Nepal TV went on air with its thirtyminutes transmission, the number of TV sets increased dramatically. A 100 watttransmitter was then set up to cover Kathmandu valley during this experimentaltransmission, Regular transmission of two hours commenced by the end of 1985. InFebruary of 1986, it became a full-fledged corporation under the CommunicationAct of Government of Nepal.
Established as an electronic medium to enhance the country's socio-economicdevelopment, Nepal Television currently covers 42% of the country's populationand-32% of the land area. Programs are thus mostly geared to inform and educate
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the general mass. With the extension of the network, transmission hours have alsoincreased 6l hours per week.
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TV programs can be categorized into these groups:– Adventures– Entertainment– News– Religious– SportsVarious TV stations influence viewers to select better program with bettertelevision sets. So it affects TV market automatically. Marketers serve digital TV setsin comparison of analog TV sets. Dome screen are threatened by flat screen, andblack &white TV sets are rarely found. Thus, changing market scenario influence TVmanufacturer to change their strategy and production style so that customer getwhat they desire for. Rapidly changing technology affects quite easily to televisionindustry and as a result, customer easily can find cheaper brands with fully digitalsystem. So T.V. is not luxurious goods these days. Customer has various options tochoose specific brands of TV’s in terms of their income, family size, convenience andother factors.
TV is a medium of transmitting rapidly changing picture from one place to another.Radio waves are usually used for the transmission of TV picture but in someapplication, such as close circuit TV (CCTV), wires or cables carry the signal fromone place to another. TV is not only one of the most significant factors in the homeentertainment industry but it also used extensively in science, industry, education,military application and medical field.
In 1946 the first TV founded, were black & white. Slowly after advancement inscience and technology gave birth to hi-tech TV.
No actual data can be found about the entry of TV in Nepal. When and whoimported it for the first time, is still unknown. However Japanese brands of TV camefirst in Nepal. Japanese and Indian brands fulfill the total demand before theintroduction of assembled and Chinese brands. Main brands of TV these days were
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Sony, Toshiba, Hitachi, Panasonic, T-Series, and Onida etc. At that time, highersociety’s customers can afford Japanese brands and other middle class customershaving Indian brands. Still these Japanese brands have dominant position inNepalese TV market.Then after the decade of 90’s, many TV brands were introduced. Korean technologyinfluence Nepalese TV market in very short time period. Samsung, KEC, Gold starwere some renowned brands these days. Now days more than 50% of availablebrands are assembled here basically using Korean and Chinese technologies.
With the introduction of Chinese brand TV, there has been dramatic change in thestructure of Nepalese TV market. Xingbao, Changhong, Konka, Panda, Rowa, Die-star, Orsan, Mitsuma, Hi-sense, samurai were introduced one by one. Now a daythere has been a flood of Chinese TV.
Today, TV of almost every brand and model can be found on Nepalese market. Weknow that more than 100 brands of T.V. are available, Haier (Germany), Conic (HongKong), TCL, Sharp and Philips (Multinational) are some examples.
Cut-throat competition among the dealers and producers of TV has provided wideranges of choices and preference for Nepalese TV customers.
TV was perceived as the means of luxury and prestige, some years back, but today ithas become the need for almost all people in Nepal due to their requirements. Offcourse, it has been proved that it’s not only for luxury but also to meet the need ofinformation and entertainment at home.
1.3 Statement of ProblemsNothing is perfect, there are always some problems and challenges to be faced byevery sector. Nepalese TV market is also facing some problems. Globalization,liberalization and other economic policies can affect every type of business market,including Nepalese TV market. Large numbers of TV brands are found in the
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metropolitan cities as well as developing areas. Nepalese TV market did not have somuch competition, some years back. Some foreign and Indian brands of TV werefound in the capital & other major cities. The   imported brands of TV had littlemarket share than Indian brands. But now situation is totally changed as there istough competition among the various TV brands. Assembled and Chinese TV hascreated their presence very strongly. Large number of Chinese and assembledbrands are available easily in the Nepalese market.
Today, buyers of TV have more alternative choice to select the preferred brand, asthere are more than fifty brands are available. Cable network has also assist toincrease TV market of Nepal. Authorized dealer and other agents are engaged toimprove value and extra features to sustain in the market.
Basically, TV available in the Nepalese market can be categorized into three groups.They are,1. Economy brands (Branded Chinese)2. Assembled brands (Korean & Chinese)3. Japanese and other imported brands
What type of customer prefer which type of TV brand, is the main issue ofconcentration for the marketer. In this regard main problem of the present study is:1. Who are the customers and what is their buying behavior for specific brand?2. Which brand is mostly preferred? How do customers rank the brand?3. Do brand preferences differ according to income level of people? Is there anyrelationship between occupation and brand preference?4. What attributes play significant role to prefer a specific brand?5. What is customer’s attitude and perception regarding different brands?6. To what extent advertising influence the preference of a specific people?
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1.4   Objectives of StudyBrand preference is a definite expression of positive attitude as knowing thecustomers who prefer brand gives important insights to the marketer fordeveloping marketing strategy. The manager of the company can get valuableinformation regarding the brand attitudes, likes & dislikes of brands, perception &feelings of customers towards brands. Analysis of customer’s behaviors throughpreference pattern is very much essential for today’s competitive and changingmarket. Till this time, no research study has concentrated towards brandpreference pattern on TV. So this study aims to assess the Nepalese TV customers interms of brand preference. However, the specific objectives of this research are:1. To analysis the profiles of customers to specific TV brand.2. To examine the product attributes sought in the TV brand.3. To evaluate the influence of advertising in brand preference of TV.4. To suggestion and recommendation for the future development of T.V.market in Nepal.5. To study purchasing behavior of TV viewer.
1.5 Importance of the StudySuccessful marketing of products demands a thorough understanding of customerstaste, choices, preference etc. This study is focused on assessing the TV viewer interms of brand preference. The importance for this study can be proved on the basisof below listed points -

 Finding of the study will help to understand brand preference on TVmarket. It will give information as to the extent of customerinvolvement in brand searching,
 Analyzing consumers attributes preference attitude and brand choicefor T.V.  In addition to this, it will be helpful to develop the profile ofspecific customers for a specific brand.
 It will be useful in creating most favorable brand by knowing thebuyer perception and response. The marketer can trace out theimportant reasons for brand preference. Then marketer can focusaccording to choice, perception and preference of buyers.
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 A deeper understanding of choice and preference of customers canhelp manager to design marketing programs that concentrate oncustomers. Such knowledge also helps managers to evaluate the valueof customers.
 Similarly, it will be valuable reference to the scholar or researcher toconduct further similar work.

1.6 Limitations of the StudyPresent study is based on the observation and questionnaire for providingstatistically significant result. However the cases are not statistically representative,precautions have been taken for wider application and generalization ofconclusions of the study. Particularly, the study has been limited in the followingmanner.
 The product selected is only TV, therefore the results is specifically limited tothis product only.
 Mainly, three categories of color TV are selected for the study. The study isconfined to Kathmandu valley.
 The sample (112) is in small size, may not fully represent the total TVcustomer of the country.
 This study is entirety based on the opinions, views & responses of therespondents.
 Opinions of the respondents have been taken as a sense of truth, which maynot be correct at all time due to changing behavior of customers.In spite of these limitations, lots of efforts have been made to make this study moreaccurate.

1.7 Organization of the StudyPresent research study is divided into five main chapters.
Chapter one specifies the introductory part of the brand preferences whichincludes general background, statement of the problem, objectives, significance andlimitation of the study. This chapter is the basic chapter that provides fundamentalaspects of the study.
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Chapter two basically provides the theoretical framework of brand preference. Itis, further, devoted to highlight the brief review of pertinent literature. In anotherwords, it deals with the conceptual background and review of related literature.
Chapter three describes the research methodology employed in the study anddeals with the nature and sources of data, process and techniques of data collectionand research design as well as entire framework of the study.
Chapter four, then, deals with the presentation and analysis of data using differenttechniques as specified in third chapter.
Chapter five states three elements namely summary, conclusion andrecommendations of the study. In presents the major findings and compares themwith other empirical evidence to the extent possible and provides suitablesuggestions to concern person and parties.At the end of these five chapters, bibliography shows the books, journals,periodicals, articles, previous research studies etc which are used in this researchwork. Finally, appendices shows the questionnaire used in the study. And that'send of the thesis.
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CHAPER -II

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this chapter, an attempt has been made to review the various relevant literaturesin relation to support the study to receive some ideas for developing a researchdesign. Literature review is basically stocktaking of available literature in one’s fieldof research. The literature survey provides the students with the knowledge of thestatus of their field of research. Library is a rich storage base for all kinds ofpublished and unpublished material including: thesis, dissertation, businessreports, Government reports and publication and other newspapers.
The purpose of literature review is thus to find out what research studies have beenconducted in one’s chosen field of survey and what remains to be done. It providesa foundation for developing a comprehensive theoretical framework from whichhypothesis can be developed for testing. The review of literature also minimizes therisk of pursuing the dead end in research (Wolf and pant, 1998 P 41)
Thought there are some books and literature available to review in global prospectbut a minimum literature is available in Nepalese perspective. But whatever isavailable are studies and analyzed during this research.Review of the literature includes two parts one is conceptual review of the relatedsubjects and other is review of the previous empirical study.
2 .1    Conceptual Frame Work
2.1.1 Marketing and Today’s CustomerModern marketing is very complex, elaborated, sophisticated, dynamic and vast.Marketing has been evolving with the progress of human civilization and economicdevelopment of nation. Marketing of previous time was unsystematic, andunplanned. No tools and techniques of marketing were used. Today the philosophyof marketing has changed. Evolution of marketing has gone through differentstages. Previously, marketing decision largely depend upon mass selling,production and company profit. After that they began to recognize the long run
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importance of satisfying the customer wants and needs. More recently the societalmarketing concept has been proposed as a philosophy by which a company cansatisfy its customers and at the time fulfill its social responsibilities. Philip kotler,rightly defines ”marketing is a societal process by in which  individual and groupsobtain what they need and want through creating, offering and freely exchangingproduct and service of value with others (Kotler; 2003:522).
Marketing is not static rather it often changes dramatically, sometimes slowly andfrequently in ways that are difficult to predict. Those businesses, which are able todetect and predict changes, are in a superior position to prosper and grow. Firmssuch as Microsoft have used marketing as a Recipe for success.
Today’s customer’s behavior is changing. Their attitude toward a product maychange over the passage of time. The preferred product of yesterday may not bepreferred today and tomorrow. A customer’s preference and perception doesn’tremain constant, it vary from one individual to another. Customer today alwayslooks for new and improved product from which he can take maximum utilizationwith minimum effort. Competitors are often coming up with lower priced productand they try to differentiate their brands in terms of quality, aesthetic looks, priceand environmental friendly product with the competitor’s brand.
The marketers can’t change the value, belief and wants of customer, what theymainly can do is to supply products that always satisfies the values that peoplehave. No force on the earth would compel the customer to buy a particular brand.He has full freedom to buy according to his choice. Customers are gaining widerange of information regarding the product and service through differentadvertising media in the dynamic market. So managing today’s customer is difficulttask. Existing marketing mix variable: product, price, place, and promotion do stillplay a dominant role but perhaps a secondary in nature. It takes more than the fourP’S to manage today’s customer.
Knowing the complex behavior of the modern customer should be marketers’ mainconcern to achieve their objective. Change is the synonymous to modern world.
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2.1.2. What is a Brand?American Marketing Association defines a brand as “A name, term, sign, symbol, ora combination of them, intended to identify the goods or service of one seller orgroups differentiates from other competitors. Thus brand identifies the seller ormaker.”A brand is a complex symbol that can convey up to six level of meaning.
1) AttributesA brand brings to mind certain attributes. Mercedes suggest expensive, well- built,well-engineered, durable, high prestige automobile.
2) BenefitsAttributes must be translated into functional and emotional benefits. The attributes“durable” could translate into the functional benefit.
3) Value

4) The brand also says something about the producer’s values. Mercedes standsfor high performance, safety and prestige.
5) CultureThe brand represents a certain culture. The Mercedes represent GermanCulture representing organized, efficient & high quality theme.
6) PersonalityThe brand can project a certain personality. Mercedes may suggest a sincere boss(person), reigning lion (animal) or an austere parlance (objective).
7) UserBrand suggests kind of customer who buys or uses the product.  Brands andbranding are not just a name and logo used by the marketing department. Ratherthey make up a strategic approach that companies take to guide and manage theirbusiness. Today brand not only covers the producer’s identification and customerbut also includes employee in its definition.

The brand is not just the heritage of the organization. It’s the heritage of theemployee as well. It’s a part of their identification and background.  At least happy
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employee provides an opportunity to create happy customer. But happy customerdoesn’t survive in the face of unhappy employees. Brands for employees signifyorganizational culture, what they stand for, and what they have built. It is becomingobvious that brands start inside the organization with the employees, culture andcorporate beliefs, and move out to customer. They don’t start with customer andmove back in.
2.1.3    History of BrandingToday brands exert a strong influence on both customer attraction and customerretention. In fact, the main driver of customer loyalty is brand commitment.
Let’s look at a brief history of branding to understand why it started and how it hasevolved? (Johonson and Lawarance)

In the second half of the 19th century, companies were introducing recentlyinvented products that changed people’s daily lives (e.g. the radio, phonograph, carand light bulbs). Consumer had to be informed about the existence of the newinvention and then convince them that their lives would be better if they used theproducts for examples: - electric light instead of oil lamps.
When goods began to be manufactured in factories, the market was flooded withmass-produced products that were virtually indistinguishable from one another.Competitive branding became a necessity of the machine age. The first task ofbranding was to name previously generic goods such as: sugar, floor, soap, andcereal, which had earlier been scooped out of barrels by local shopkeepers. In the1880’s, corporate logos first appeared on mass-produced product such as CampBell’s Soup, H.Z .Heinz pickles, and Quaker oats cereal. These logos were created tosuggest familiarity (think of Aunt Jemima, and Uncles Bin) in an effort to replace theshopkeeper and counter the anonymity of packaged goods. The corporate“Personality” had arrived.
The next step for the entire corporation was to embody a meaning of its own. In theearly 1920s General Motors became a metaphor for the American family.
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By the end of 1940s, a brand wasn’t just a catchy phrase or a picture printed on thecompany’s product, it was like an identity for any producer of goods. However, ittook several decades for the manufacturing world to adjust to this shift. It clung tothe idea that its core business was still production and that branding was animportant add-on.
This all changed in the 1980s, with brand equity. The defining moment ofwidespread   recognition of the true value of a strong brand arrived in 1988 whenPhilip Morris purchased a Kraft for $12.6 billion –six times what the company wasworth on paper. The difference was the perceived price of the word “Kraft”. Withthe Kraft purchase, a huge dollar Value had been assigned to something that hadpreviously been abstract and unquantifiable-a brand name. Management theoristdeveloped the idea that corporations must produce brands instead of products.Many of today’s best known manufacturers no longer produce product andadvertise them but rather buy products and brand them.
2.1.4 The Function of BrandA brand provides not only sources of information (thus revealing its value) butperforms certain other functions, which justify its attractiveness, and its   monetaryreturn (higher price) when buyers value it. What are these functions? How does abrand create value in the eyes of consumer? The eight function of a brand arepresented below.
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Table 2.1

Functions of Brands

Source: Johonson and Lawarance: 1988
The first two are mechanical and the essence of the brand, that is, to function as arecognized symbol in order to facilitate choice and gain time. The following threefunctions reduce the perceived risk. The last three have a more pleasurable side tothem. Ethics show that buyers are expecting more and more responsible behaviorsfrom their brands.
2.1.5. Brand PreferenceModern marketing has been complex, and challenging as Companies are facingtoughest competition by change in Customer attitude and behavior. The brandpreferred today may not be preferred tomorrow. So understanding of customerdesired thoughts, feelings, images, choices, perception, attitudes, purchase intentionis a tough task. Customer behavior gives important insights to become successfulmarketer in this globalize and competitive market. Continuing challenges of

Function Consumer Benefit.Identification: To be clearly seen, to make sense of the offer, to quicklyidentify the sought-after products.Practicality: To allow saving of time and energy through identicalrepurchasing and loyalty.Guarantee: To be sure of finding the same quality no matter where orwhen you buy the product or service.Optimization: To be sure of buying the best product in its category, the bestperformer for a particular purpose.Characterization: To have confirmation of your self-image or the Image that youPresent   to others.Continuity: Satisfaction brought about through familiarity and intimacywith the brand that you have been consumingHedonistic: Satisfaction linked to the attractiveness of the brand, to itslogo, to its communication.Ethical: Satisfaction linked to the responsible behavior of the brand inits relationship society (ecology, employment, and citizenshipadvertising    that doesn’t shock)
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marketer is to build a strong brand to satisfy customer needs and wants veryeffectively than other competitors.
A brand, which does not change with the time, fossilizes and looses its relevance.Time is merely the indicator of changes in lifestyles, customer expectations,technology, and competitive position. Values, customs and behavior patterns areconstantly changing with time. Leaders today thus must plot the future of theircompanies and they are challenged to find a path that makes sense. The path shouldbe formed by analyzing the complex behavior of modern and improved customers.The development of effective marketing plan and strategy for any market rests on aproper knowledge of how consumer feels about brand, how they perceive and go toactual preference driven purchase. Every successful product in the modernmarketing world is an embodiment of customer’s needs, wants, prestige,preference, satisfaction, aspiration and mental horizon.
Brands vary in the amount of power and value they have in the market place. Thecustomer in the market place does not know some brands. Some are having highdegree of loyalty and preference level. Today’s businessmen are devoting to presenttheir products in the market for the sake of increasing the sales. Every marketerfocuses their product to the customer based on customer preference towardsbrands.Brand preference is the choice by the consumer of a particular brand over itscompetitors, usually resulting from a favorable experience with the items. However,if the product proves to be unavailable, the consumer willingly shifts to a substitute.
Knowledge of brand preference helps to know consumers attitudes towards thebrand (i.e. product) and this understanding in turn sheds light on different aspectsuch as: effectiveness of branding policy, advertising policy, consumer response tothe price and availability of the products, consumers’ perception of the total imageof the manufacturer.Brand preference can be defined as the priority that the buyer or consumer gives toa brand. It is revealed in the purchase and use of one brand and not of competitivebrands.
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Brand preference is based on customer choice, their priorities toward brands,awareness level and actual brand loyalty. Brand preference leads to brand loyalty.When preference of brand is expressed, then the consumer may be hard core loyal.
Brand preference is carried out to increase the market share of a specific brand.Without this preference, the product will not survive in the market. The productwould be of no use, if there is no brand preference. Brand preference is a broadmeaning phrase adopting a variety of marketing techniques. The major purpose ofbrand preference is to maximize its image and sales.
Brand preference is a definite expression of positive attitude. One would normallyexpect people to buy a preferred brand or brands, assuming that they are in themarket. However, there are occasions when the product may not be needed or theconsumer cannot afford the preferred brand or the preferred brand may not beavailable.
For the purpose of our study, brand preference is defined as those activities, whichhelp to maximize the image of brand and help to make the consumer’s desires moreeffective. It consists of establishing good understanding between the manufacturerand the consumer. It tries to help them in purchasing more honestly and tomaintain customer’s satisfaction with the products. Thus, the word “Brandpreference “is necessary for existence in entire market.
Brand preference is one way of segmenting a market. On the basis of brandpreference, market can be segmented as loyal or disloyal. If the consumer prefersthe brand they can be identified as loyal costumer and if they don’t prefer the brandthey can be identified as disloyal consumers. Brand preference gives seller ormarketer protection from competition and greater control in planning themarketing mix.
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2.1.6 Classification of Brand Preference SegmentBrand preference is very important to attract the consumers towards the product ina highly competitive market. Different patterns of preference segment present byPhilip Kotler are:
1. Homogeneous preferenceA market is where the consumer having roughly the same preference. The marketshows no natural segments. We would predict that existing brands would be similarand cluster around the middle of the scale in both sweetness and creaminess.
2. Diffused preferenceConsumer preference may be scattered throughout the space indicating thatconsumer varies greatly in their preference. The first brand to inter the market islikely to position in the center to appeal to the most people. A second competitorcould locate next to the first brand and fight for market share, or it could locate in acorner to attract a consumer group that wasn’t satisfied with the center brand. Ifseveral brands exist in the market, they are likely to position throughout the spaceand show real difference to match consumer preference differences.
3.  Clustered preferenceThe market might reveal distinct preference clusters called natural marketsegments. The first firm in this market has three options, it might position in thecenter, hoping to appeal all the groups, it might position in the largest marketsegment (concentrated marketing). It might develop several brands, eachpositioned in a different segment. If the two first firms develop only one brand,competitors would enter and introduce brands in the other segment.
2.1.7. Brand Loyalty and Brand PreferenceBrand loyalty implies purchasing the same brand more than once, again assumingthat this is the preferred brand, although this may not necessary be the case. Brandpreference and Brand loyalty may exist in relation to manufacturers brand andloyalty may prevail with respect to stores.Definition of brand loyalty has evolved and is typically concerned with a degree ofconsistency in the preference for each brand by a consumer over a period of time.Leaster Guest used preference statement over time as a measure of brand loyalty. In
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1941, he collected data concerning the brand awareness and preference of student.In follow up studies of these same person 12 and 20 years later he found suggestiveevidence of high degree of loyalty towards brand name(although not to specificbrand)
From study of Leaster Guest brand loyalty exist even when it is defined aspreference statement over time.  According to preference statement approachbrand loyalty is measured on the basis of preference expressed by the consumer toa particular or brand over a certain time.
Day (1970), offers a two dimensional concept of brand loyalty bringing togetherattitude and behaviors. He asks," Can behavior pattern be equated with preferenceto infer loyalty and distinguishes between spurious and intentional loyalty.Spurious loyalty may just be habit or consistent purchase of one brand due to non-availability of others, continuous price deals, better shelf space etc. Intentionalloyalty occurs when customers buys a preferred brands, as would be evidence bysome attitude measurement. When customer is intentionally loyal and insists on aparticular brand. S/he will be prepared to shop around for this brand or deferpurchase if the brand is unavailable rather than accept a substitute.”(Lewis;Vol IV)

Consumer has varying degree of loyalty of specific brands stores and other entities.Buyers can be divided into four groups according to brand loyalty status.
 Hard core loyal: Consumer who buys one brand all the time.
 Split loyal: Consumer who is loyal to two or three brands.
 Shifting loyal: Consumer who shifts from one brand to another.
 Switchers: Consumer who shows no loyalty to any brand.

Brand preference and brand loyalty have positive relationship. The increment inpreference level of a specific brand results in increment of loyalty. There is noloyalty if there is no preference on brand.
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2.1.8. Brand Switching and Brand PreferenceBrand switching means consumer’s habit of constantly shifting from one brand toother. In this sense, brand switching is opposite to brand loyalty. Customer switchbrand for reasons of: curiosity with respect to new different brands, disappointwith present brands, reassure with respect to a favored brand, chance inducementand availability. Additionally, consumer may be multi brand buyers due toindifferences, perception that brands are perfect substitutes, for varieties of reason,several preferences within a household, and as a response to availability andpromotions.Brand switching occurs when present brand is not satisfactory or available at righttime. The customer preference on brand is no longer exist if the customer wouldnot favor such brand. Brand preference and brand switching are negativelycorrelated. When the preference level increase, then the brand switching tendencieswould decrease and the loyalty level of customer may prevail.
2.1.9 Brand Preference and Purchase IntentionHow does consumer process competitive brand information and make a final valuejudgment? The customer arrived at attitude (judgment, preference) toward thevarious brand through an attitude evaluation procedure. In the evaluation stage, theconsumer forms preference among the brand in the choice set. The consumer mayalso form an intention to buy the most preferred brand. However, two factors canintervene between the purchase intention and the purchase decision. The firstfactor is the attitude of another. The extent to which another person’s attitudereduces one’s preferred alternative depends on the two things:

1. The intensity of the other person’s negative attitude towards theconsumer’s preferred alternative and,2. The consumer motivation to comply with the other person’s wishes.
The more intense is the other person’s negativism and closer the other persons areto the consumer, the more the consumer will adjust his/her purchase intention. Theconverse is also true. A buyer’s preference for a brand will increase if someone
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he/she respect favors the same brand strongly. The second factor is unanticipatedsituational factors that may erupt to change the purchase intension.
The stages of consumer decision-making for the purchase are shown in thehierarchy of effect model as awareness, knowledge, linking, preference, convictionand purchase.
Awareness: The ability of the consumer to recall a brand name either with orwithout prompting.
Knowledge: The ability of consumer to describe the important attributes ofProduct or service.
Linking : The attitude of a consumer toward a product or services.
Preference: The degree to which a consumer feels more positive about product
Conviction: A strong belief that the consumer will purchase the product orservice.
Purchase: The acquisition of a product or service. Preference and purchaseintention is not completely reliable prediction of purchase behaviors.
2.1.10 Factors Influence in Buying Decision:Buying decision is not an easy task. It is a complex task in the sense that differentfactors affect it. Among them, we take only some factors which involve in highinvolvement products. Out of different factors, some of them are culture, sub-culture, social class, family, individual etc. These factors are shown in figure2.4(Shiffman and Kanuk, 2003:265).
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Fig.2.1

Factors Influence in Buying Decision

As shown in the figure2.4, there are major seven selected factors which can beincluded in reference groups. Reference groups can be simply defined as any personor group that serves as a point of comparison or reference for an individual informing either general or specific values, attitudes or a specific guide for behavior.Elements involved in this group may affect in family buying process eitherindividually or collectively. From a marketing perspective, reference groups aregroups that serve as frames of references for individuals in their purchase andconsumption decisions. In another words, almost all consumers interact with otherpeople or groups who directly or indirectly influence their purchase decisions. Thisreference groups significantly influence buyers. More preciously, buyers may beinfluenced at least by two ways: firstly, reference groups expose an individual tonew behaviors and life styles. Secondly, they also influence the person's attitudes,self-concepts and beliefs. Possible factors involved in this reference group aredescribed below.
I) Individual: - An individual may be the sole consumer or buyer or independentunit of product users. S/he may be a single-family member walking down for searchof the products s/he likes. S/he plays influencing role in family buying process.

Other Factors

Culture
Sub-Culture

Friends
Social Class

Family

Individual Reference Groups
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II) Friends: - Most people have their own friends during their work and livetogether. Friends may be either from formal organizations or from informal groups.Similarly, they may be from different societies, cultural groups, religious groups,and regional areas that directly or indirectly influence in family buying decision.Friends can influence buyer in family buying by different ways. As for example, theycan influence by sharing their ideas and experiences, providing suggestion aboutthe products etc. More preciously, friends are those who give information,suggestion and feedback to the buyer which ultimately influence the family buyingto decide either to buy or not to buy a particular product.
III) Culture: - Accepting the culture as the most influencing factor for family buying.We can define it as the sum total of learned beliefs, values and customs that serve todirect the consumer behavior of members of particular society. We can take cultureas the behavioral patterns of family members of a given society or a unique lifestyleof a particular group of people. Cultural factors are of much importance for familybuying process as they affect the institutional purchase decision. Some of thecultural factors may be attitudes, beliefs, religion, and education etc. of the familymembers which largely influence the family buying. For example, family members'attitudes and beliefs about consumption related issues like taste, habit, and interesthave significant importance, which ultimately affect the family buying. The moredecider or buyer of the family understand about the members' attention, reactionand attitude towards the products, the better satisfaction will create in the familyusing the products.
IV) Sub-culture:- "The members of a specific subculture possess beliefs, values andcustoms that set them apart from other members of the same society. In addition,they adhere to most of the dominant cultural beliefs, values and behavioral patternsof the larger society. We define subculture as a distinct cultural group that exists asidentifiable segment within a larger, more complex society" (Schiffman and Kanuk,2003:346).In a single cultural group, there may be other unique factors which are termed assub cultural factors that include location factors which have their own separate
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norms and values. Within these norms and values, buyers may have differentinterest and choice which consequently affect the family buying decision.
V) Social Class: - Social class may be formed from different perspectives. "Thedifferent social classes have different values, attitudes and behaviour" (Betta, Nd:268). Persons within similar social class tend to behave more alike than personsfrom two different social classes. Here, we’re viewing the social class with respect toeconomic condition. People having higher disposable income as well as fixedproperty include in upper class. Here, the question is how the social classesinfluence the family buying decision. The possible answer is that the upper classpeople want to prove themselves to a superior position in behavior to the lowerclass people. Consequently, a member from the upper social class can force tohis/her family to buy the products. In this way, we can say that family buyingdecision is often influenced by the class in which they belong or to which theyaspire. Therefore, marketers should consider these factors while involving in thebuying decision.
VI) Family: - Family is the group of two or more persons related by marriage, bloodor adoption who reside together. In another words, it is a form of socialorganization and an institution, which is based on kinship. The nature, size andcomparison of families differ from society to society. In some societies, a familymeans the parents and other children whereas in others family includes allrelatives, both by blood and marriage. Although families sometimes are referred tohouseholds, not all households are families. For example, a household might includeindividuals who are not related by blood, marriage or adoption, such as familyfriends, paying guests, households or roommates. However, within the context ofmarketing and business, households and families usually are treated assynonymous. In Nepal, family ties are very strong. It also a recognized institution inthe Nepalese social set up. The total number of families in Nepal is about 4.3 million.Most of the Nepalese area is covered by village where particularly, there is the jointfamily system whereas the remaining portion is town where there is mostly nuclearfamily system (Panta, 2003:66-67).
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VII) Other Factors: - There is no single factor to influence the family buying but aset of factors, lead to affect it. Producers produce the products globally and usersuse them globally. Now, the world has become global village where wide range ofproduction and consumption can be possible. Therefore, so many factors can affectfamily buying. Some of them may be expansion of advanced technology such asexcess of information and communication to the people, availability of e-commerceand global business. Which have added advancement of life style to the people?Consequently, it has created the multidimensional influences in family buyingdecisions. Nepalese families and buyers cannot be an exception from these factors,however, disposable income, buying motives and purpose, ethnicity, culture etcmay be the most influencing factors in family buying.
2.2 Brief Profiles of Television BrandsThere are more than 100 brands of television available in the Nepalese market. Sofar, as contemporary brands of color television in Nepalese market is concerned,Aiwa, Sony Hitachi, JVC, Fusi, Panasonic, Toshiba, Onida, Videocon, T-Series, KCL,Xingbao, Changhong, Konka, Panda, Die-Star, Diastar, LG, Samsung, Daewoo, KEC,Gold star, Mitsuma, Orsan, samurai, Akai, TCL, Sharp, Philips, Haier, Conic and so on,are struggling to exist in the competitive market. Among these, Sony, Konka,Samsung, LG, Philips and few numbers of brands have secured prominent statusand strong presence in the market. Above brands are selected for the purpose ofexamining the brand preference attitude on television. A descriptive profile of thesebrands can follow as -
Japanese BrandsSony, Sanyo, JVC, Fusi, Toshiba, Aiwa, Panasonic, Hitachi are the brands for theNepalese customers. These all-Japanese brands are largest selling brand all over theworld. These brands are found up to fifteen models and price range from Rs.15000to Rs.450000 in Nepalese market. Higher society customer, star hotels, academicinstitutes prefer these brands as these shows the symbol of prestige.
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Assembled BrandsIn this category, mainly assembled Korean brands are counted. Samsung, LG,Daewoo, K.E.C., Gold star are familiar in Nepalese market. In these days, thesebrands are assembled in Nepal, so it is also known as “Nepali T.V.” These brands arefocused for middle class customer.
Chinese Orsan, Mitsuma are also assembled in Nepal. These brands of TV can rangefrom Rs.8000 to Rs.16000. Orsan has launched only two models while Mitsuma haslaunched ten models. These brands are very impressive to low income customergroups, who really desired color TV with digital technology.
Chinese BrandsXing-boo, Changhong, Rowa, samurai, Konka, Panda, Die-Star, Samurai, Diastar areimported Chinese brands, available here. Digital technology, world class quality andgood aesthetic looks, really impress today’s customers, who actually want goodquality at a lower cost.
Out of the above, Haier (Germany), Conic (Hong Kong), TCL, Hyundai (Korea), Sharpand Philips (multinational) and Indian TV brands are comfortably found in themarket. BPL, Videocon, T-Series, Onida, XL and so on are well known Indian brands,which are cheaper than imported one.
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Table 2.2

Brief profile of   TV brandBrands Technology Assembled/Made Distributors AvailableSize (ininch) Model PriceRange“000”Akai Japanese India K.V. Overseas 14 -29 4 10-60Atari Chinese China Variousretailers 14 -21 2 9-16.5B.P.L. Indian India Noauthorizeddealer 14-29
ChangHong Chinese China Heritage Int’l 14 -34 5 8.5-52Conic Hong Kong Hong Kong ChandraSurya Int’l 14 -34 4 8.8-35Daewoo Korean Nepal Golchha Org. 14 -29 4 10-28.5Di-star Japanese China HomeAppliance 14 -29 7 10-35Haier German Nepal Kedia Org. 14 -34 15 8.6-71Hitachi Japanese Malaysia CosmopolitanTrading 14 -43 15 16-183Hyundai Korean S. Korea HyundaiElectronicsConcern 15 -29 4 14.5-45KEC Korean Nepal Kedia Org. 14 -29 15 10-45Konka Chinese Nepal Saurav PhotoInt’l 14 -34 19 9-55L.G. Korean Nepal ChaudharyGroup 14 -62 12 12.5-28Mitsuma Chinese Nepal Kedia Org. 14 -21 10 8.5-16Orsan Japanese China B&B Mfg.Industries 14 -21 2 8.5-13.5Panasonic Japanese Malaysia ParamountElectronicsPanda Chinese China B.M. Int’l 14 -21 11 8-20Philips Holland Singapore SyakarCompany 14 -55 13-800
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Samsung Korean Nepal/Korea Golchha Org. 14 -29 -63 10 12.5-22.5Sharp Chinese China Variousretailers 14 -21 7-19Sony Japanese Malaysia Nepa HimaTrade Link 14 -42 6 16-440TCL Japanese China Asiatic Int’lTrading 14 -29 5 8.5-30Video-con Indian India/Nepal K.V. Overseas 14 -63 6 10-120
Source: Survey Nepal Government 2010

2.3   Review of Unpublished LiteratureSeveral thesis works have been conducted by various students regarding thevarious aspect of brand such as: Brand Loyalty, Advertising Effect On BrandPreference, Comparative Brand Preference Analysis, Branding Policy Of DurableGoods, patterns of consumer decision making process while purchasing highinvolvement goods etc. some of them are relevant for the study.
Yogesh Pant (1993) has conducted a study entitled “A study on brand loyalty”with the objective of:-
 To examine brand awareness of the Nepalese consumer.
 To find out whether Nepalese consumer are brand loyal, i.e. what percentage ofNepalese consumer are brand loyal?
 To identify the correlates of brand loyalty.
 To recommend measures helpful or important for developing marketingstrategies and     their conducting future research on brand loyalty.
The research was mainly based on primary data. 100 samples were selected andquestionnaire was served to them (respondents) to obtain the responses.
Findings of the study are collected as:
 It is found that the Nepalese consumers give high importance to brand inboth consumer durable goods and the consumer non durable goods.
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 Majority of the Nepalese consumer is found brand loyal.
 In each of the products selected for this study at least 65% consumers arefound to have knowledge of almost all-alternative brands available in themarket. Brand awareness of Nepalese consumer is found to be high.
 It is found that, consumers belonging to 26 to 40 age groups are more loyalthan those of belonging to any other age group in all types of productselected for this study.
 The family system of the consumers correlates with brand loyalty. ‘Nuclearfamily’ consumer is found more brand loyal.
 It is found that brand loyalty is independent of the consumer’s education.
 Brand loyalty is positively associated with consumer’s income.  Brand loyaltyis positively associated with loyalty.
Mukund  Pd. Dahal (1994) conducted a research study on “Pattern of consumer

decision making process while purchasing high involvement goods in Nepal”with the objective of:
 Patterns of decision making strategies consumers utilize while makingpurchase of durable goods.
 The level of repurchases consumer seeking information and their correlates.Size of choice set.
 Decision making criteria and rules are employed in evaluation ofalternatives.
Motorcycle and scooter was chosen as the sample product of his study. 300 recenttwo wheeler buyer of Kathmandu city was selected and comprehensivequestionnaire was distributed. The study was mainly based on primary data. He hasutilized different analysis techniques as:
 Factor analysis
 Cluster Analysis
 Discriminate Analysis
Based on empirical survey of search and choice behavior of Nepalese scooter buyer,
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Findings of the study are:
 Sources of information available to Nepalese buyer have fivedimensions namely: - Brochures, Test drive, Advertisement, Interpersonalsources, and Dealer visits.
 Thought not very extensive, the Nepalese Television buyersundertake information search with greater emphasis upon dealers andinterpersonal sources of information.
 In terms of choice behavior of the motorcycle buyers of Nepalare classified into groups. Those who chose Indian motorcycles constituteone groups, another group comprise the buyers who choose the motorcycleof Japanese make.Laxmi Prasad Baral (1996) conducted a research study on “A Comparative study

on the Communication Effects of Advertising and Brand Preference.” A casestudy of instant noodles (Yum Yum and RaRa),
Objectives of the study are:
 To examine the effectiveness of advertising of the RaRa and the Yum Yumnoodles.
 To bringing into focus the relation between the brand preference andadvertising.
 To examine the popular media of advertisement in case of instant noodles.
 To know the strengths and weakness of advertisement of instant noodles.
50 respondents were selected from different school student and 15 were selectedfrom different advertising agencies. A questionnaire set was distributed to obtainthe data. Interview cum questionnaire administered to advertising agencies. Thestudy is based on primary data.
Findings of the study are:

 Consumers give more preference to the quality and less preference to thebrand.
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 There is high degree of association between brand preference andadvertisement.
 There is no difference between the advertisement of Yum Yum and RaRain terms of attractiveness.
 Instant noodles are popular in the Kathmandu valley. Most of thecustomers consume Wai Wai noodles.
 A large number of consumers are not by advertisement.
 Buyers go after the good quality after getting more information from theadvertisement.
 The number of buyers who are indifferent towards advertisement issignificant.
 Nepal T.V. is the most popular media in Kathmandu valley. Radio Nepalholds second position and the newspaper are the third.

Santosh Adhikari (2002) has conducted a research study entitled “A Brand

Preference Study between Sanmiguel and Tuborg Beer in Kathmandu

Metropolitan city.”

Objectives of the study are:
 To examine, the buying habit of consumers regarding the beer. .
 To find out, the effective advertising media of beer and their impact on theconsumer.
 To find out, the sales volume of beer in Kathmandu metropolitan city.
 To suggest measures for promotional marketing of Sanmiguel and Tuborgbeer.
 To find out the product attributes and pricing factor of beer.

The research study was based on primary as well as secondary data. For theprimary data collection, 100 respondents were selected on the basis of stratifiedrandom sampling and questionnaire was served to respondents.
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Findings of the study are:
 42% are occasional drinkers with 25% preferring Sanmiguel and 17%preferring Tuborg out of 100 beer drinkers.
 The advertisement of Tuborg has the highest recall value among the beerdrinkers.
 55.93% of beer drinkers preferred to drink beer with friends. Sanmiguelstand for 22.58% and Tuborg by 33.35%
 Brand preference among the two brands Tuborg and Sanmiguel were foundto be 56% and 44% respectively.
 The major attributes for an “Idle Brand” were found to be:-Taste-77.33%,Price-12.67%, Packing-5%, Promotional campaign-5%
 Taste and pricing (factors) attributes were found different to two brands butother factors found similar.
 Tuborg has found to be more popular in terms of different periphery.Dinesh Khanal (2003) has conducted a research study on, “A study of brand

preference in noodles.”

Objectives of the study are:
 To examine, the buying habit regarding the noodles and behavior of theconsumer.
 To find out the effective advertising media of noodles and their impact onthe consumer.
 To suggest measure for promotional marketing of the noodles.
 To find out the products attributes and pricing factor of noodles.

The research study was based on primary data. For the data collectionquestionnaire was set and administered to 120 respondent of Kathmandumetropolitan city.
Findings of the study are:

 The most preferred brand is Wai Wai, Mayos as second, JoJo is leastpreferred, Rumpum and RaRa are moderately preferred.
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 Most of the noodles consumers are found in the group of 15-30 years andmost of them preferred the brand Mayos. Respondents below 15 yearsand above 30 years preferred Wai Wai.
 It has been found that the highly familiar media is T.V. and Radio with theage group of below 30 years and those consumer, who are above 30years are familiar with hoarding board and newspapers.
 40% of respondents are found in high effectiveness of advertising mediaupon consumption of noodles.
 It has been found that if their favorite brand is not available in themarket, 55.33% of consumer will buy the second preferred brand.
 It is clearly found that the RaRa is cheaper, Rumpum is reasonable, andWaiWai is expensive with respect to price.
 Large numbers of respondents shows the brand switching tendency withattractive gift, prize, and other promotional programs which is offered bythe others brands.

Lal Bahadur Baniya(2008) conducted research entitled “Buyers’ behaviour in

Pokhara”Objectives of the study are:
 To find out the brand pattern and purchase frequency of the clothing& theglossary products for the British-Ghurkha
 To identify the local people applying the data that were collected from theprimary sources through questionnaire,Findings of the study are:
 The brand pattern of the clothing for both of the groups consists of foreign,Indian, Chinese and Nepalese brands.
 Majority of them purchase clothing of foreign brand except Kurtasalawar.
 The large number of them prefers the Indian Kurtasalawars to the Nepaleseone.
 On the other hand, large numbers of consumers from local people purchaseSari & Kurtasalawar of Indian brand but the Jacket and Lungi of Chinesebrand
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A study of Ms. Anita Adhikari (2009) entitled "Impact of Television Advertisement in

Sales” has been conducted to find out the role of advertising on brand choice of low

involvement consumer goods. It is the study trying to show the importance of advertising

on brand choice of low involvement products. The objective of this study was

 To find out if advertising plays any supportive role in brand choice decision,

 The consumers brand choices for low involvement goods are completely, partially

or Not impressed through advertisement,

 Promotional tool exist which has more weight in brand choice decision than

advertising.

The finding of the study,

 In Nepalese product market there are various cosmetic products which available for

consumer use. These products are manufactured by various national and

international manufacturers and out of them Vatika Shampoo is one of the most

favourites cosmetic product,

 Product produced and introduce into the Nepalese product market by Dabur Nepal

Pvt. Ltd. and this is the sister concern of Dabur India Ltd. However, there are no

previous research reports are available in Nepal in the field of marketing studies

regarding the Nepalese cosmetic product.

 There is no any research can be found with reference to Vatika Shampoo though

there is a necessity of such types of research in Nepal. Thus, researcher has

attempted to prepare and present this report to fulfill the requirements of such

reports.

2.4 Research Gap

I have found so many previous research reports on marketing field with related subject

matter. But the choice of this subject is due to the fact that, there is no previous research

found on making studies on buying behavior of Television purchase. Previous researches

focus only Buyers behavior not in Television purchase. The study tried to show that how

various buying decision help to create awareness and increase sale volume. Research has

attempted to prepare and present this report with full enthusiasm and all possible primary

as well as secondary data source are collected analyzed and presented here in respective

manner.
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CHAPTER – III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Research needs to follow necessary steps as specified by research methodology tochive and accomplish the objective of the study. Research methodology helpsresearchers to guide the research study providing different issues and aspects. Itsystematically solves the various sequential steps to be adopted by a researcher instudying problem with certain objectives in view” (Kothari, 2004: 254). Generallyresearch methodology focuses on the nature and sources of data, the model sampleselection & classification of variable use of analytical tools. Therefore entire aspectsnecessary to follow a research study under this chapter is to outline the requiredtechniques and steps adopted in interpreting and analyzing the problem relateddata. It focuses about how to collect required data, what is the population, whattechniques to be adopted etc. Based on this short discussion the researcher can saythat research methodology is a means to an end but not end itself. More preciouslyresearches approaches to certain conclusion using research methodology.
3.1 Research DesignDuring the research, some questions may arise such as what is to be done, whichthings are to be included in the research and so on. Research design tries to giveanswer of these questions. "Research design is the planned structure and strategyof investigations conceived so as to obtain answers to research questions and tocontrol variance”(Kerlinger, 1983:67). It provides a framework to conduct theresearch shows the entire activities that to be done in the research work andexplains the methods, procedure and entire process necessary to complete aresearch work.
Current research applies analytical and descriptive techniques to evaluate andanalyze the brand preferences on television of customers from selected areas.Therefore, current research is both analytical and descriptive. It is analytical in thesense that it uses different analytical tools to show the customers’ preferences ontelevision & descriptive in the sense that it clarify different aspects of brandpreferences. It is important to notice here that research is a complex task to
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understand the preferences and one may not be able to explain fully because ofhuman unclear motives and purpose. These realities lead the researches to applyboth observation and questionnaire methods.
3.2 Source of Data & Collection ProcedureThe researcher use the data that are collected from primary sources throughquestionnaires and takes advantages of some journals, articles, books & magazinesconcerned with brand and brand preferences. Some of the information has alsobeen taken from the newspapers magazines and some others have taken from theInternet sites. Therefore both primary and secondary data source have beenutilized.Mainly needed data and information are gathered through questionnaire. Directinterview with the family members are also conducted. A list of questionnaire isdistributed
3.3 Population & SampleFrom the age group of 26 to 40 of total customers of Kathmandu valley are termedas total population. However, enumerating all the units of the population is verydifficult. Therefore sampling has been implemented. In this study 112 respondentsfrom selected area have been chooses as sample assuming that this sample wouldrepresent the entire population. Random sampling method is applied here.
3.4 Data Analysis Procedures:Here selected data and information are presented as simple as possible. Each andevery aspect of possible buying related data are presented in tabular form. Clearinterpretations are made simultaneously. Necessary table and diagrams are used sothat the research will be simple as well as clearly understandable.
3.5 Testing of HypothesisQuite often a research hypothesis is a predictive statement, capable of being testedby specific method, which relates an independents variable to some dependents
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variable (Kothari, 2006: 185). In order to know the significant difference betweenselected variable, chi- square test has been employed in this research.
The square of the standard natural variable is called chi-square distribution withone degree of freedom. Chi-Square test is also called non-parametric test and ismostly used for -a. Testing the goodness of Suitability :b. Testing of independence between attributes.In this research, a set of hypothesis have been tested. A set is the combination oftwo things viz. Null hypothesis and alternatives hypothesis denoted by Ho and Hirespectively. These are given below:
Set і: In the first set, the differences between brand preferences and income levelare tested. More specifically:Ho: There is no relationship between Brand preferences and the Income levelH1: There are significant relationship Brand preferences and the Income level
3.6 Median ValuesMedian values tell about the concentration of the data. It identifies the point wheredata are gathered. It is used to show the importance of respondents towards theevents. If respondents opine their response from one extreme to another extreme(i.e.: 'satisfied very much' to 'dissatisfied very much'), the median can be used toidentity their major importance (Pradhan, 2003:145).
Process of Calculating the Median

Step 1: Calculate average value doing n/2.Here, 'n' is total number of respondentsfrom each observation.
Step 2: Try to locate the given value in the average value that calculates in step 1. Itshould be remembered that, median is the n/2nd item.
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Step 3: Choose the scale where the average value lies. Now, the point is the medianwhere the average value actually lies.In this research, median has been used to show the buyer's level of satisfaction ordissatisfaction and agreement or disagreement towards the use of television.
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CHAPTER -IV

DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSISChapter four concentrates to find out various dimension of brand preference of TV.In order to achieve the major objective that has been formulated earlier, a samplesurvey selecting 112 respondents from Kathmandu Valley have been selected andstudied. Preferences over particular brand, reason for such preferences, factorsaffecting choice of TV and other different issues have been addressed in thischapter.
4.1 Brands of TV and Customers' PreferencesReview of related literature shows that there are different brand of TV and WhichTV Customer buy depends much on which brand the customer prefer. In order toknow the brand preferences, a sample survey has been conducted and the resultshave been shown in table 3.1. While presenting brand all the brands described inchapter 2 has been classified into the following categories. Respondents areprovided with the following brands and are asked to rate them as per theirpreferences. The results of their ratings are presented in the table below-

Table 4.1:

TV Brand and Customers preferences.Type of Brand No. of respondents MedianValue Overallrank1 2 3 4 5Chinese 5 19 40 20 28 2.80 3Japanese 53 43 13 2 1 1.07 1Korean 12 25 16 50 9 3.06 4Indian 42 25 5 30 10 1.56 2Source: Sample Survey, 2010Note: 1,2,3,4 and 5 indicates rating scale of most preferred (1) to least preferred(5).From the table, one can observe that the most attractive Brand for Nepalesecustomers is Japanese brand, as the median value for this sector is 1.07 being in thefirst rank. Thus the respondents are centered for the first ranking as opposed toother rankings. Indian brand is the next most attractive brand to Japanese Brand for
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the customers. This finding supports the growing tendency of preferring Japanesebrand all over the world. The median values of Chinese and Korean brand are 2.80and 3.06 respectively indicating the consecutive priority of investors so far as thematter of brand preference is concerned.Here is a thing to note that customers have different constraints and hindrancesthat cause them not to purchase the brand they prefer.
Table below shows the result of the two types of customers according to incomelevel and their responses to different type of famous brands they would like ordislike to purchase. Total numbers of each of the responses on each brandaccording income level are presented in the table below:

Table 4.2

Brand preference of customersTypes TVbrand Responses Income level Calculatedχ2 Result>15000 <15000Japanese a. Like 45 47 0.243 Ho is acceptedb. Dislike 11 9Korean a. Like 15 11 1.727 Ho is acceptedb. Dislike 37 49Chinese a. Like 45 26 10.44 Ho is rejectedb. Dislike 13 18
Indian a. Like 48 42 2.036 Ho is acceptedb. Dislike 8 14

Source: Sample Survey, Kathmandu

Note: Tabulated value of χ20.05 at 1 d.f. Is 3.841For Japanese brand, the tabulated value of chi square is higher than calculatedvalue. Hence we conclude that the preference of two types of customers do notdiffer and are similar as regards to the attitude of preferring brand among them.Likewise calculated value of χ2 for Korean and Chinese brand are less thantabulated values of χ2 at 5 percent level of significance. So null hypothesis is
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accepted and this implies that the brand preferences of customers according totheir income level do not differ.However in case of Chinese brand the calculated value of χ2 is much greater thanthe tabulated value, it is highly significant and hence the null hypothesis is refutedat 5 percent level of significance. Hence it can be concluded that the preference ofcustomers according to their income level toward Chinese brand differssignificantly. Meaning that income level and brand preferences differs each other orwe can say that to like or dislike Chinese brand is the matter of income level.
4.2 Factors Influencing Brand PreferencesFactors those affect or determine the choice of brand may not be only one but maybe many and in some case it may be innumerable depending upon the buyingbehavior and customers' psychology. As a matter of fact nothing can fully explainthe determining factors that affect the choice of the brands. Notwithstanding herean attempt has been made to identify some of the important factors that may affecttheir choice. Given the following important six factors influencing the choices ofbrand, customers are asked to rate these giving 1 for most influencing to 10 forleast influencing factor. The results of their rating appeared as follows:

Table 4.3

Factors influencing brand choice of customersFactorsinfluencingBrandpreferences
Number of respondents

Total Weight
ed Value Mean Weight Overal
l Rank1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10Price 45 15 4 5 7 2 10 7 1 13 109 419 3.8 2Advertisement 13 14 7 10 12 11 25 7 8 5 112 581 5.2 5Durability 21 25 11 13 15 16 1 2 6 1 111 414 3.7 1Technologyfactor 21 23 13 19 7 5 10 10 1 3 112 436 3.9 3

Aestheticlooks 3 2 8 9 6 5 10 45 20 4 112 777 6.9 6
SWarranty &guaranty 9 12 15 18 9 10 15 17 4 3 112 562 5 4Source: Sample Survey, 2010, Kathmandu
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Note: 1, 2, 3 … 10 indicates Rating scale of most important (1) to least important(10).
As regard to the factors influencing brand choice of customers, the respondents givethe first priority to ‘Durability’; the second priority to ‘Price’; the third priority to ‘Technical factors’; the fourth priority to ‘Warranty and guaranty;  the fifth priorityto ‘Advertisement’; and the priority to ‘Aesthetic look’.
4.3 Purpose of Using TelevisionIt is today's need to identify for what purpose Nepalese customers have TV.Identifying this will be the pertinent basis through which the company can maintainthe best policy in producing and distributing the product. As per the analysis in part3.1 investors are inclined more towards Japanese brand than others. In course ofidentifying the reason for buying TV following analysis have been performed andpresented. As an attempt towards that end following alternative purposes arepresented and people were asked to rate them as per their importance giving 1 tomost important and 5 to least important.

Table 4.4

Purpose of using TV as viewed by respondentsPurposes No. Of respondents MedianValue Over allRank1 2 3 4 5Information 22 65 15 6 4 1.52 2Prestige & socialstatus 12 30 34 21 15 2.41 3Entertainment 77 16 12 2 5 0.73 1Refreshment/Timepass 1 1 24 43 43 4.91 4
Source: Sample Survey, 2010, KathmanduNote: 1,2,3,4 and 5 indicates Rating scale of most important (1) too least important(5).
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Number of respondents rating 'Entertainment' as first ranking are highest of all therespondents i.e. it is 77. The median value of this factor is 0.73 indicating that mostof the respondents rate this factor as most important factor meaning that more ofthe respondents centered to this purpose that propels customers in buying TV. Outof the given four purposes 'Information' is in the second position as a reason to buyTV as there are 22 respondents rating this option as second ranking. Median valueat the last second row of the table is 1.52 for this purpose and lies in second rankingas per the overall ranking of all the purposes presented.
There are few respondents rating 'prestige' as the important purpose that inducescustomers to buy TV. The last ranking is received by Refreshment/Time Pass and itis least important so far as the matter of buying purpose of TV is concerned. Themedian values of these factors are 2.41 and 4.91 respectively.
4.4 Customers Loyalty towards BrandCustomers' attitude toward product brand is reflected in their brand loyalty. Theremay be hard core, split loyal and no loyal customers in terms of their loyalty towardcertain brand. Customers of TV are also identified in terms of their loyalty.The detail result of survey is presented in table below:

Table 4.5

Loyalty status of customers

Loyalty status No of respondents PercentageBuy one brand all the time 9 8.04Buy two or three brand all the time 20 17.86Buy different brand all the time 83 74.10Total 112 100

Source: Sample survey, 2010, KathmanduMost of the selected customers are disloyal to television brand. This indicates theneed of different type of market positioning strategy for this market. From thefigure above it is apparent that 74.10 percent customers show no any brand loyaltyfor the TV.
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Figure 4.1

Loyalty status of customer

Number of Hard core customers in this regard is 9; meaning that out of the totalrespondents 8.04 percent customers would buy a particular brand and it is mostlyJapanese brand if they need to buy the television.
4.5 Brand Preference by Age GroupAll the respondents have been classified into three-age group- below 25, 26 - 40,and 40 and above. The table below presents brand preferences according to the agegroup.
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Table 4.6

Brand preferences by Age GroupAgeBrand Below 25 26-40 Years 40 and aboveyears TotalNo. Percent No. Percent No. PercentJapanese 10 21 21 44.68 16 34.04 47Korean 5 29.41 8 47.06 4 23.53 17Chinese 2 16.67 5 41.67 5 41.67 12Indian 12 33.33 13 36.11 11 30.56 36Total 29 25.89 47 41.96 36 32.14 112Source: Sample survey, 2010
Figure No: 4.2

Brand preferences by age group

The data shows that large no. of respondents belongs to age group of 26 to 40.Thisage group covers the 41.96 percent of the total respondent. 32.14 percent ofrespondents belong to age group of 40 and above and 25.89 percent belongs to theage group of below 25 years.
Japanese brand is the most preferred brand among the age group of 26 - 40, and 40and above years, which is 44.68 percent out of the total in these age groups. Agegroup of below 25 prefers Indian brand that account for 33.33 percent. In total,Japanese brand is most preferred brand followed by Indian, Korean and Chinese.
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4.6 Brand Preference on the Basis of ProfessionAll the respondents have been divided into four occupational categories i.e. teacher,businessman, social worker and others. Following table shows the details of brandpreference on the basis of profession.
Table 4.7

Brand Preference on the Basis of ProfessionProfessionBrand Job holder Business man Others TotalNo. % No. % No. %Japanese 17 15.18 27 24.11 3 2.68 47Korean 4 3.57 6 5.36 7 6.25 17Chinese 1 0.09 9 8.04 2 1.79 12Indian 13 11.61 12 10.71 11 9.82 36Total 35 30.45 54 48.22 23 20.54 112Source: Sample survey, 2010
As shown in the table large no of respondents found under businessman which is48.22 percent followed by jobholder (30.45 percent) and others (20.54 percent).Japanese brand is the most preferred brand among the jobholders and businessmanthat accounts for 15.18 and 24.11 percent respectively. Indian brand is mostlypreferred by others job category. Korean brand is also the second preferred brandamong the job category of others. However Chinese brand is less preferred by theentire selected job category.
4.7 Customers Perception on Brand Attributes of TVCustomers perceive the different brands of TV differently. Individual differ in termsof their attitude, feeling, and behavior. Normally, the purchase of TV is taken as highinvolvement decision as customer seems to seek opinions from friends, neighbors,and dealers. More than 25 brand of this product is found in Nepal, among whichsome brands have strong perception of customers and other don’t. On the basis ofdifferent attributes of TV perception of customers can be drawn and for thispurpose technique of differential scaling has been adopted.
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Here in this study profile analysis has been used to assess the strong and weakattributes of different four TV. Respondents were asked to rate one object at a timefrom 1 to 10 point rating scale. After getting the overall rating of the customers, themedian value of every attribute has been computed. On the basis median valueperception line has been drawn in the figure.
4.7.1 Perception of Customer on Japanese BrandCustomers are asked to rate the following attributes of Japanese brand of TV in arating scale of 1 to 10 points. The result of their rating is appeared as in the tablebelow:

Table 4.8

Rating of Attributes on Japanese BrandIndustrial sector Number of respondents Media n value Rank1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10Durability andreliability 58 25 7 5 6 4 7 - - - 0.97 1Technology factor 17 23 21 19 18 2 4 3 3 2 2.76 2Warranty & guaranty 10 22 17 16 7 9 11 11 6 3 3.44 4Advertisement 5 22 13 18 6 9 12 5 8 14 4.89 6Aesthetic looks 6 9 20 21 18 17 8 4 3 6 3.00 3Exchange facilities 7 5 30 15 12 7 9 15 5 7 3.93 5Price 9 6 4 18 - 21 - 18 36 6.90 7
Source: Sample Survey, 2010

Note: 1, 2, 3… 10 indicates Rating scale of most important (1) to least

important (10).
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Figure No. 4.3

Rating of Attributes on Japanese Brand

The most important thing customer perceives in Japanese brand is its feature ofdurability and reliability followed by technological factor, aesthetic look, warrantyand guarantee. In above analysis customers has rated Japanese brand as the mostpreferred brand. They prefer this brand for being highly reliable and durable. Theadvertisement factor and price of this brand is not in the position that attractcustomers perception or the brand is positioned on customers mind due it isreliability and durability. However the customers think the price and advertisementassociated to the brand is not as they want it to be. It is a point to note here thatcustomers admire durability feature of the TV most as shown by the previousanalysis.
4.7.2 Perception of Customer on Indian BrandThe analysis above reveals that Indian brand is in a second position next toJapanese brand to win the customers' perceived analysis. What are those attributeswhich make customers feel content is the question to be answered here in thissection. On the contrary this analysis reveals the weak and strong attributes of thistelevision brand as perceived by customers.
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Table 4.9

Rating of Attributes on Indian BrandIndustrial sector Number of respondents Medianvalue Rank1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10Durability andreliability 21 25 11 13 15 17 1 2 6 1 2.91 2
Technology factor 45 15 4 5 8 2 10 7 3 13 1.73 1Warranty & guaranty 9 12 15 18 9 10 15 17 4 3 4.22 4Advertisement 13 14 7 10 12 11 25 7 8 5 4.42 5Aesthetic looks 1 2 3 4 7 17 20 9 24 25 7.64 7Exchange facilities 3 2 8 9 6 5 10 45 20 4 7.36 6Price 21 23 13 19 7 5 10 11 - 3 2.92 3
Source: Sample Survey, 2010, KathmanduNote: 1, 2, 3… 10 indicates Rating scale of most important (1) to least important(10).

Figure No. 4.4

Rating of Attributes on Indian Brand

This is also a one of the popular television brand among Nepalese customers. On thebasis of the median value computed at the last second column of the table, theexcellent factor in this brand as perceived by the customers is technological factors,Durability and reliability is also the factors that attract customers for this brand.Indian televisions are more affordable than Japanese brand thus the price factor hasreceived third rating as the notable attribute in this brand. Then after warranty and
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guarantee, Advertisement, exchange facilities and aesthetics looks are in the fourth,fifth, sixth and seventh position to as a value of this television to customers.
4.7.3 Perception of Customer on Chinese BrandChinese brand is also a brand having significant coverage and influence in Nepalesemarket. Each of the attributes of Chinese brand is identified in the dimension ofhow customers rate it. The tendency of customer to rate its different attributes arepresented in the table below and are interpreted thereafter.

Table 4.10

Rating of Attributes on Chinese Brand

Brand attributes No. Of respondents MedianValue Overallrank1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10Durability and reliability - 1 2 18 6 9 10 15 6 45 7.33 7Technological factors 2 6 8 7 17 21 13 17 18 3 5.76 5Warranty and guarantee 1 2 3 25 15 12 11 8 3 32 5.83 6Advertisement 6 9 15 20 21 26 3 4 6 2 4.29 3Aesthetic looks 37 25 13 11 9 7 4 - 2 4 1.76 2Exchange facilities - 9 11 23 27 29 4 5 3 1 4.48 4Price 55 15 7 9 9 3 6 2 5 1 1.07 1
Source: Sample Survey, 2010

Note: 1, 2, 3… 10 indicates Rating scale of most important (1) to least important (10).
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Figure No. 4.5

Rating of Attributes on Chinese Brand

The most important attribute customer perceives in Chinese brand is price followedby aesthetic look, advertisement, exchange facilities, technological factorsrespectively They prefer this brand for it being affordable and low price. Durabilityand technological factor of this brand is not in the position that attracts customers'perception or the brand is positioned on customers mind due it being low priced.However the customers think durability and technological factors associated to thebrand is not as they want it to be. It is the point to note here is that customers inNepalese market are highly price sensitive and therefore Chinese low priced brandhas its significant influence in Nepalese market.
4.7.4 Perception of Customer on Korean BrandKorean brand has also its remarkable presence in Nepalese market and itsattributes are presented in the table below and interpreted thereafter.
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Table 4.11

Rating of Attributes on Korean Brand

Brand attributes No of respondents MedianValue OverallRank1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10Durability and reliability 20 21 19 12 8 15 6 3 1 3 2.79 2Technological factors 11 15 20 25 3 7 6 10 8 4 3.40 5Warranty and guarantee 21 19 13 11 17 6 4 3 5 5 3.27 4Advertisement 23 15 26 13 9 7 - 2 15 2 2.69 1Aesthetic looks 16 7 14 11 9 2 3 13 3 19 4.89 7Exchange facilities 9 8 2 23 45 10 6 5 - 1 4.31 6Price 12 27 18 17 6 10 9 6 3 4 2.94 3
Source: Sample Survey, 2010Note: 1, 2, 3… 10 indicates Rating scale of most important (1) to least important(10).

Figure No: 4.6

Rating of Attributes on Korean Brand

On the basis of the median value computed at the last second column of the table,the excellent factor in this brand as perceived by the customers is advertisementfactors, Durability and reliability is also the factors that attract customers for thisbrand. Korean televisions are more affordable than Japanese brand thus the pricefactor has received third rating as the notable attribute in this brand. Then after
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warranty and guarantee, technological factor, exchange facilities and aestheticslooks are in the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh position to as a value of thistelevision to customers.
4.8 Superiority of Brand in Terms of Product AttributesFollowing table presents the product attributes against the median value for each ofthe brands under consideration with a view to identify superior product in terms ofthe each selected attributes.

Table 4.12A

Median Value of Each Brand on the Product Attributes Basis

Product attributes Median Value of BrandJapanese Indian Chinese KoreanDurability and reliability 0.97 2.91 7.33 2.79Technological factors 2.76 1.73 5.76 3.4Warranty and guarantee 3.44 4.22 5.83 3.27Advertisement 4.89 4.42 4.29 2.69Aesthetic looks 3 7.64 1.76 4.89Exchange facilities 3.93 7.36 4.48 4.31Price 6.9 2.92 1.07 2.94
Source: Sample Survey, 2010, Kathmandu
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Figure No: 4.7

Median Value of Each Brand on the Product Attributes Basis

On the basis of median value of table 3.12A the table above indicates superiority ofeach of the brand in terms of the given attributes. This table further specifies whichbrand is superior in terms of each of the attribute selected.
Table 4.12B

Superiority of the Product In Terms of the Given Attribute

Basis of superiority Sequence of superiority1st 2nd 3rd 4thDurability and reliability Japanese Korean Indian ChineseTechnological factors Indian Japanese Korean ChineseWarranty and guarantee Korean Japanese Indian ChineseAdvertisement Korean Chinese Indian JapaneseAesthetic looks Chinese Japanese Korean IndianExchange facilities Japanese Korean Chinese Indian
Source: Sample Survey, 2010, KathmanduJapanese brand is in the first position in terms of the durability and reliability.Further this brand is also in a first position for its exchange facilities. It is a matterof proud for this brand to occupy second position for its three products attributesnamely technological factor, warranty and guarantee, and aesthetic look. None of
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the attributes of this brand is in third position and for the fourth or last position ofthis brand is advertisement.
Technological factor of Indian brand is in first position, none of the attributes of thisbrand is in second position, warranty, guarantee and advertisement are in the thirdposition, and aesthetic look and exchange facilities of this brand are in last position.Korean brand occupies first position in terms of the advertisement and warrantyand guarantee. The brand is in second position in terms of durability and exchangefacilities and in third position for technological and aesthetic look. No any attributeof this brand is in fourth position.
First position in terms of the price factor is occupied by the Chinese brand beingahead in terms of the advertisement factor and occupying second position for thisattribute. The performance of Chinese brand seem to be miserable in terms of theattribute like durability and reliability, technological factors and warranty andguarantee as this attributes are in last position as mentioned in the table above.
4.9 Determination of Overall Superiority of BrandTo determine which of the above brand is the most superior following table hasbeen developed showing weight of each attribute, median value and product ofweight and median value. The weight is randomly assigned on the basis of theanalysis of section 4.2 within the range of 1 to 7 indicating most important factor toleast important factor respectively.
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Table 4.13

Overall Superiority of the Brands

Brand attribute Weight(W) Japanese Brand Indian Brand Chinese Brand Korean BrandMedianvalue (M) W.M Medianvalue (M) W.M Medianvalue (M) W.M Medianvalue (M) W.M
Durability and reliability 2 0.97 1.94 2.91 5.82 7.33 14.66 2.79 5.58Technological factors 3 2.76 8.28 1.73 5.19 5.76 17.28 3.4 10.2Warranty and guarantee 4 3.44 13.76 4.22 16.88 5.83 23.32 3.27 13.08Advertisement 5 4.89 24.45 4.42 22.1 4.29 21.45 2.69 13.45Aesthetic looks 7 3 21 7.64 53.48 1.76 12.32 4.89 34.23Exchange facilities 6 3.93 23.58 7.36 44.16 4.48 26.88 4.31 25.86Price 1 6.9 6.9 2.92 2.92 1.07 1.07 2.94 2.94Total ofW.M 99.91 Total ofW.M 150.55 Total of W.M 116.98 Total of W.M 105.34

Figure No: 4.8
Overall Superiority of the Brands

The overall superiority analysis shows that the Japanese brand is highlyappreciated brand or this brand has been positioned positively into the mind ofNepalese customers as brand's total of weighted average median value is lowest ofall i.e. 99.91 this indicates this the most super brand in Nepalese market, followedby Korean brand, Chinese brand and Indian brand respectively. The weightedaverage median value of Korean brand, Chinese brand and Indian brand is 105.34,116.98 and 150.55 respectively.
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4.10 Major Findings

The major findings of the research can be summarized in the following ways:
 Analysis of brand preferences reveals that the most attractive Brand forNepalese customers is Japanese brand, as the median value for thissector is 1.07 being in the first rank. Thus the respondents are centeredfor the first ranking as opposed to other rankings. Indian brand is thenext most attractive brand to Japanese Brand for the customers. Thisfinding supports the growing tendency of preferring Japanese brand allover the world. The median values of Chinese and Korean brand are 2.80and 3.06 respectively indicating the consecutive priority of investors sofar as the matter of brand preference is concerned.
 Test for independence of attribute reveals that the preferences of twotypes of customers (categorized on the basis of income level) do notdiffer and are similar as per the attitude of preferring Japanese brand.Likewise calculated value of χ2 for Korean and Chinese brand are lessthan tabulated values of χ2 at 5 percent level of significance. So nullhypothesis is accepted and this implies that the brand preferencestoward Korean and Chinese brand of customers according to theirincome level do not differ. However in case of Chinese brand it isimperative to say that the preference of customers according to theirincome level toward Chinese brand differs significantly. Meaning thatincome level and brand preferences differ from each other or to like ordislike Chinese brand is the matter of income level.
 Analysis of factors influencing the brand preferences shows thatdurability is the most influencing factor for choice of the particularbrand. Out of the given factors 'price' is in the second position todetermine the investor's choice of TV brand. Next to this factor, the factorcustomers heed is the technological factor followed by advertisement,warranty and guarantee and aesthetic look for choosing a certain brand.
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 The analysis of reason to use TV reveals that more of the respondents arecentered to "entertainment" purpose that propels customers in buyingTV. Out of the given four purposes 'Information' is in the second positionas a reason to buy TV. There are few respondents rating 'prestige' as theimportant purpose that induces customers to buy TV. The last ranking isreceived by 'Aesthetic looks' and it is least important so far as the matterof buying purpose of TV is concerned.
 Analysis of brand loyalty shows that most of the selected customers areno loyal in the brand of television. From the above it is apparent that74.10 percent customers show no any brand loyalty for the TV. 20percent of the customers tend to purchase two or three brand if need bein the future.  Number of Hard core customers in this regard is 9;meaning that out of the total respondents 8.04 percent customers wouldbuy a particular brand and it is mostly Japanese brand if they need to buythe television.
 Brand preference by age group projects that most of the respondentsbelongs to age group of 26 to 40. This age group covers the 41.96 percentof the total respondents. 32.14 percent of respondents belong to agegroup of 40 and above and 25.89 percent belongs to the age group ofbelow 25 years. Japanese brand is the most preferred brand among theage group of 26 - 40, and 40 and above years, which is 44.68 percent outof the total in these age groups. Age group of below 25 prefers Indianbrand that account for 33.33 percent. In the total Japanese brand is mostpreferred brand followed by Indian, Korean and Chinese.
 Large number of TV users is from businessperson. Person followed byjobholder and others. Japanese brand is the most preferred brand amongthe jobholders and businessman that accounts for 15.18 and 24.11percent respectively. Indian brand is mostly preferred by others jobcategory. Korean brand is also the second preferred brand among the jobcategory of others. However Chinese brand is less preferred by the entireselected job category.
 The most important thing customer perceives in Japanese brand is itsfeature of durability and reliability followed by technological factor,
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aesthetic look, warranty and guarantee etc. The excellent factor in Indianbrand as perceived by the customers is technological factors. Durabilityand reliability is also the factors that attract customers for this brand.Indian televisions are more affordable than Japanese brand thus theprice factor has received third rating as the notable attribute in thisbrand. Then after warranty and guarantee, Advertisement, exchangefacilities and aesthetics looks are in the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventhposition to as a value of this television to customers. The most importantattribute customer perceives in Chinese brand is price followed byaesthetic look, advertisement, exchange facilities, technological factorsrespectively They prefer this brand for it being affordable and with leastprice. On the other the excellent factor in Korean brand as perceived bythe customers is advertisement factors, Durability and reliability is alsothe factors that attract customers for this brand. Korean televisions aremore affordable than Japanese brand thus the price factor has receivedthird rating as the notable attribute in this brand. Then after warrantyand guarantee, technological factor, exchange facilities and aestheticslooks are in the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh position to as a value ofthis television to customers.
 Analysis performed with a view to identify superior product in terms ofthe each selected attributes reveals that Japanese brand is in the firstposition in terms of the durability and reliability. Further this brand isalso in a first position for its exchange facilities. It is a matter of proud forthis brand to occupy second position for its three products attributesnamely technological factor, warranty and guarantee, and aesthetic look.Technological factor of Indian brand is in first position, none of theattributes of this brand is in second position, warranty, guarantee andadvertisement are in the third position, and aesthetic look and exchangefacilities of this brand are in last position. Korean brand occupies firstposition in terms of the advertisement and warranty and guarantee. Thebrand is in second position in terms of durability and exchange facilitiesand in third position for technological and aesthetic look. No anyattribute of this brand is in fourth position. First position in terms of the
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price factor is occupied by the Chinese brand which is also ahead interms of the advertisement factor & occupies second position for thisattribute. The performance of Chinese brand seems to be miserable interms of the attribute like durability and reliability, technological factorsand warranty and guarantee as this attributes are in last position
 The overall superiority analysis shows the Japanese brand is highlyappreciated brand or this brand has been positioned positively into themind of Nepalese customers as brand's total of weighted average medianvalue is lowest of all i.e. 99.91 this indicates this the most super brand inNepalese market, followed by Korean brand, Chinese brand and Indianbrand respectively.
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CHAPTER -V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This is the last chapter of the thesis that presents the summary, conclusion andrecommendations. Summary refers the short form of whole study regarding brandpreference of customer. Based on the basic findings presented at the end of chapterfour, summary and conclusion have been made. Then, applicable suggestion hasbeen presented in the form of recommendation that will certainly provide theguideline for concerned parties.
5.1 SummaryModern marketing has been complex, and challenging. Companies are facingtoughest competition as Customer attitude and behavior are changing .The brandpreferred today may not be preferred tomorrow. So understanding of customerdesired thoughts, feelings, images, choices, perception, attitudes, purchaseintention, marketer should assess preference etc. Customer behavior givesimportant insights to become successful marketer in this globalize and competitivemarket. Continuing challenges of marketer is to build a strong brand to satisfycustomer needs and wants very effectively then other competitors.
A brand which does not change with the time fossilizes and losses its relevance.Time is merely the indicator of changes in lifestyles, customer expectations,technology, and competitive position. Values, customs and behavior patterns areconstantly changing with time. Leaders today thus must plot the future of theircompanies and they are challenged to find a path that makes sense. The path shouldbe formed by analyzing the complex behavior of modern and improved customers.The development of effective marketing plan and strategy for any market rests on aproper knowledge of how consumer feels about brand, how they perceive and go toactual preference drove purchase. Every successful product in the modernmarketing world is an embodiment of customer’s needs, wants, prestige,preference, satisfaction, aspiration and mental horizon.
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The last ranking is received by 'Aesthetic looks' and it is least important so far asthe matter of buying purpose of TV is concerned. Brand preference by age groupprojects that most of the respondents belongs to age group of 26 to 40. Japanesebrand is the most preferred brand among the age group of 26 - 40, and 40 andabove years, which is 44.68 percent out of the total in these age groups. Age groupof below 25 prefers Indian brand that account for 33.33 percent. In the totalJapanese brand is most preferred brand followed by Indian, Korean and Chinese.Large number of TV users is from businessperson followed by jobholder and others.Japanese brand is the most preferred brand among the jobholders andbusinessman. Indian brand is mostly preferred by 'others' job category.
The most important thing customer perceives in Japanese brand is its feature ofdurability and reliability followed by technological factor, aesthetic look, warrantyand guarantee. The excellent factor in Indian brand as perceived by the customersis technological factors. Durability and reliability is also the factors that attractcustomers for this brand. Indian televisions are more affordable than Japanesebrand thus the price factor has received third rating as the notable attribute in thisbrand. Then after warranty and guarantee, Advertisement, exchange facilities andaesthetics looks are in the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh position to as a value ofthis television to customers. The most important attribute customer perceives inChinese brand is price followed by aesthetic look, advertisement, and exchangefacilities, technological factors respectively. They prefer this brand for it beingaffordable and with least price. On the other the excellent factor in Korean brand asperceived by the customers is advertisement factors. Durability and reliability isalso the factors that attract customers for this brand. Korean televisions are moreaffordable than Japanese brand thus the price factor has received third rating as thenotable attribute in this brand. Then after warranty and guarantee, technologicalfactor, exchange facilities and aesthetics looks are in the fourth, fifth, sixth andseventh position to as a value of this television to customers.  Analysis performedwith a view to identify superior product in terms of the each selected attributesreveals that Japanese brand is in the first position in terms of the durability andreliability.
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Further this brand is also in a first position for its exchange facilities. It is a matterof pride for this brand to occupy second position for its three product attributesnamely technological factor, warranty and guarantee, and aesthetic look.Technological factor of Indian brand is in first position, none of the attributes of thisbrand is in second position, warranty, guarantee and advertisement are in the thirdposition, and aesthetic look and exchange facilities of this brand are in last position.Korean brand occupies first position in terms of the advertisement and warrantyand guarantee. The brand is in second position in terms of durability and exchangefacilities and in third position for technological and aesthetic look. No any attributeof this brand is in fourth position. First position in terms of the price factor isoccupied by the Chinese brand and Chinese brand is also ahead in terms of theadvertisement factor as Chinese brand occupies second position for this attribute.The performance of Chinese brand seems to be miserable in terms of the attributelike durability and reliability, technological factors and warranty and guarantee asthis attributes are in last position The overall superiority analysis shows theJapanese brand is highly appreciated brand or this brand has been positionedpositively into the mind of Nepalese customers as brand's total of weighted averagemedian value is lowest of all i.e. 99.91 this indicates this the most super brand inNepalese market, followed by Korean brand, Chinese brand and Indian brandrespectively.
5.2 ConclusionsBased on the whole study, conclusion can be drawn as following.The analysis of brand preference pave the way to conclude that Nepalese customersprefer Japanese brand in comparison to others selected brand. The customers fromdifferent income category are similar as regards to the attitude of preferringJapanese and Korean brand among them.The durability is the most influencing factor for choice of a particular brand. Out ofthe given factors 'price' is in the second position to determine the investor's choiceof TV brand. Next to this factor, the factor customers heed is the technological factorfollowed by advertisement, warranty and guarantee and aesthetic look for choosinga certain brand.
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The analysis of reason to use TV reveals that more of the respondents are centeredto "entertainment" purpose propelling them to buy TV. Out of the given fourpurposes 'Information' is in the second position as a reason to buy TV.Further the analysis of brand preference by age group provides the way toconclude that most of the Nepalese TV users belongs to age group of 26 to 40. In thetotal, Japanese brand is most preferred brand followed by Indian, Korean andChinese. Large number of TV users is from businessperson followed by jobholderand others. Japanese brand is the most preferred brand among the jobholders andbusinessman. Indian brand is mostly preferred by 'others' job category. The mostimportant thing customer perceives in Japanese brand is its feature of durabilityand reliability followed by technological factor. The excellent factor in Indian brandas perceived by the customers is technological factors.Durability and reliability is also the factors that attract customers for this brand.The most important attribute customer perceives in Chinese brand is price followedby aesthetic look, advertisement, and exchange facilities, technological factorsrespectively. They prefer this brand for it being affordable and low price.On the other side the excellent factor in Korean brand as perceived by thecustomers is advertisement factors, Durability and reliability is also the factors thatattract customers for this brand. Korean televisions are more affordable thanJapanese brand thus the price factor has received third rating as the notableattribute in this brand.Then after warranty and guarantee, technological factor, exchange facilities andaesthetics looks are in the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh position to as a value ofthis television to customers. It can be concluded from the   analysis performed witha view to identify superior product in terms of the each selected attributes revealsthat Japanese brand is in the first position in terms of the durability and reliability.Further this brand is also in a first position for its exchange facilities. It is a matterof proud for this brand to occupy second position for its three product attributesnamely technological factor, warranty and guarantee, and aesthetic look.Technological factor of Indian brand is in first position, none of the attributes of thisbrand is in second position, warranty, guarantee and advertisement are in the thirdposition, and aesthetic look and exchange facilities of this brand are in last position.
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Korean brand occupies first position in terms of the advertisement and warrantyand guarantee.The brand is in second position in terms of durability and exchange facilities and inthird position for technological and aesthetic look. No any attribute of this brand isin fourth position. First position in terms of the price factor is occupied by theChinese brand and Chinese brand is also ahead in terms of the advertisement factoras Chinese brand occupies second position for this attribute.
The performance of Chinese brand seems to be miserable in terms of the attributelike durability and reliability, technological factors and warranty and guarantee asthis attributes are in last position. The overall superiority analysis helps to concludethat the Japanese brand is highly appreciated brand or this brand has beenpositioned positively into the mind of Nepalese customers, thereafter the Koreanbrand, Chinese brand and Indian brand respectively.
5.3 RecommendationsBrand preference is the most widely accepted tools that provide competitiveadvantage for the business units. Positioning of positive and strong brand imageamong the customer with diverse interest, income level, culture, education, andpersonality is a great challenge for the today's company.
 Japanese brand is the brand that is highly appreciated among Nepalese people.Even though the case is inspiring, some of the factors in this brand like price,warranty and guarantee etc. are not in line with the expectations of thecustomers. In this context, factors that are weak in relation to other brandsmust be improved to be competitive over the long term.
 Chinese brand is weak in terms of durability, Indian brand is weak in terms ofexchange and other facilities and Korean brand is weak in the aspect ofaesthetic look. So these brands should be upgraded by improving the quality.
 Analysis of brand loyalty shows that Most of the selected customers are noloyal in the brand of television. This indicates the need of different types ofmarket positioning strategy for this market. This is the most challenging issuefor the TV industry to win the customers' brand loyalty.
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 It is the point to note here is that customers like durable feature of the TVmost. In this context, brands like Chinese, Indian, and Korean need to adddurability feature in their product.
 Customers from the age group of 26 to 40 purchase and use TV more incomparison to other age groups. TV dealers must focus on this age group whileformulating their promotional and other marketing strategies.
 Although the Japanese brand is in top in terms of the brand superiority, the lifeof this brand is not altogether easy. So this requires constant vigilance uponthe fast changing customer behavior, technology and the competitors move.
 Nepalese market is price sensitive as customers of this market rate "Price" asthe next important factor determining the brand choice. So producers shouldkeep this fact on their mind while making marketing strategy.
 Service centers in major cities, home delivery facilities, in-home services areother factors to be considered to make and implementing promotionalactivities.
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APPENDIX-1
QUESTIONNAIRE

1) What is television for you?

a) A status symbol

b) Basic Need

c) Just a time pass

2) What kind of Brand of TV customers prefer?

Type of Brand
1 2 3 4 5

Chinese

Japanese

Korean

Indian

Note: 1,2,3,4 and 5 indicates rating scale of most preferred (1) to least

preferred (5).

3) What variables do you rely on while purchasing a T.V.?a) Demographic Variables (Gender, Family Size, Income etc.  )b) Psychographic variables (lifestyle, value, attitude etc.)c) Behavioral variables (Benefit Sought, Brand loyalty, product end use   etc.)
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4) What Factors mostly influence brand choice of customers?

Factors influencing
Brand preferences

RATING SCALE

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Price
Advertisement
Durability
Technology factor
Aesthetic looks
Warranty &
guaranty

Note: 1, 2, 3,…… 10 indicates Rating scale of most important (1) to least important (10).

5) What is the Purpose of using TV as viewed by respondents?

Purposes
No. Of respondents

1 2 3 4 5

Information

Prestige & social status

Entertainment

Refreshment/Time pass

Note: 1,2,3,4 and 5 indicates Rating scale of most important (1) too least important

(5).
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6) What are the Brand Preferences on the Basis of Profession?

Profession

Brand

Job holder
Business

man
Others

No. % No. % No. %

Japanese

Korean

Chinese

Indian

Total

7) Attributes on Japanese brand, Indian brand, Chinese brand and Korean brand

Industrial sector Number of respondents

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Durability and
reliability
Technology factor

Warranty & guaranty

Advertisement

Aesthetic looks

Exchange facilities

Price

Note: 1, 2, 3… 10 indicates Rating scale of most important (1) to least

important (10).


